
PHYSIO-PHILOSOPHY 

Mary Burmeister’s 5-Day Seminar 
July 7 - 11, 2021 in Santa Fe, New Mexico 

presented by Cynthia Broshi 

QUESTIONS? Contact class organizer: 
Uzi Broshi 
(510) 290-7989
uzibroshi@gmail.com

CEUs available for Nurses, Acupuncturists and Massage
Therapists (please notify Uzi by May 6). 

Jiro Murai and MaryBurmeister 
Class held at Santa Fe Waldorf School
26 Puesta del Sol, Santa Fe, NM 87508

JIN SHIN JYUTSU PHYSIO-PHILOSOPHY was brought to the West from Japan by Mary Burmeister 
in the 1950s. An art whose principles and practices are firmly rooted in ancient healing traditions, it is based in 
our innate ability to harmonize ourselves. Jin Shin Jyutsu teaches us how to use specific hands-on sequences to 
help us restore emotional equilibrium, relieve pain, and release the causes of acute and chronic conditions. It 
can be utilized as an adjunct to other therapies or medications and can be used by anyone, anywhere, anytime. 
For more about this Art view www.jsjinc.net and www.broshijsj.net 

THE 5-DAY SEMINAR is introducing and unfolding the awareness, understanding and techniques of 
Jin Shin Jyutsu: the dynamic qualities of the 26 Safety Energy Locks, the 3 Universal Harmonizing Flows, 
the concept of Depths within the body, the 12 Organ Function Energy, listening to Pulses, and ample  
hands-on application. 

CYNTHIA BROSHI first came to Jin Shin Jyutsu for the help it gave her daughter, who was born with a 
life-threatening illness, then  found  herself  captivated  by  the  mysteries  and  simplicity  of  this  Art.  Cynthia’s 
studies with Mary Burmeister began in 1985 and Jin Shin Jyutsu has been her daily practice for 36 years. Since 
2002 she’s presented JSJ practitioner-level and self-care classes worldwide. A visual artist and poet, Cynthia 
uses drawings and precise language to clarify this Art’s basic principles and its intricacies. Her approach to Jin Shin 
Jyutsu is practical, science-oriented, intuitive and open hearted. Explore her website at www.jsjbroshi.net 

FEES: $980 NEW STUDENT / $655 REVIEW STUDENT. A $100 deposit (refundable up to 30 days 
before the class) will hold your space. Online registration recommended (www.jsjinc.net ). 
EARLY BIRD RATE: Pay in full by May 8 and receive app. 10% off class fees: 
$890 NEW STUDENT / $595 REVIEW STUDE                        (cancellation fee applied after March 20). 




